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CHAPTER1 Flight Introduction

This chapter discusses the following:

FlightUploadReference 4
FlightDownloadReference 4
Cloud Storage Configuration 4

Signiant Flight is a file transfer service that accelerates the movement of large files into and out of
cloud storage. The Flight file transfer service uses two workflows to upload and download
content: FlightUploadReference and FlightDownloadReference. These two workflows interact with
your Signiant agents to move content to and from Microsoft Azure and Amazon S3.

FlightUploadReference
The FlightUploadReference workflow transfer files and folders from one or more Signiant agents to
either Microsoft Azure or Amazon S3. Based on configuration properties, this workflow uploads the
files and folders that you designated for transfer. Duplicate files and folders are not transferred. This
transfer takes advantage of Signiant's WAN acceleration technology, maximizing the transfer
throughput to your cloud storage solution. In the event that the transfer is interrupted, the transfer
resumes automatically at the point of content interruption. For example, if a 10 GB file transfer is
interrupted at 8 GB, the transfer resumes at the 8 GB point of interruption.

FlightDownloadReference
The FlightDownloadReference workflow transfers files and folders from either Amazon S3 or
Microsoft Azure to one or more Signiant agents. Based on configuration properties, this workflow
downloads the list of files and folders from your cloud storage solution to the designated Signiant
agent(s). Duplicate files and folders are not transferred. This transfer takes advantage of Signiant's
WAN acceleration technology, maximizing the transfer throughput to your cloud storage solution. In
the event that the transfer is interrupted, the transfer resumes automatically at the point of content
interruption. For example, if a 10 GB file transfer is interrupted at 8 GB, the transfer resumes at the 8
GB point of interruption.

Cloud Storage Configuration
Signiant Flight works with Amazon S3 and Microsoft Azure. During the configuration process, you
are prompted to enter your cloud storage server credentials and details to ensure secure and
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efficient transfers.
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CHAPTER2 Using Flight

This chapter discusses the following:

Distributing the Signiant Flight CLI Utility to Signiant Agents 6
Flight Workflow Configuration 7
FlightDownloadReference Prompts 7
FlightUploadReference Prompts 11

To use Flight you must do the following:

1. Distribute the Signiant Flight CLI utility into a folder on the Signiant agent running the
FlightDownloadReference workflow and the FlightUploadReference workflow. See Dis-
tributing the Signiant Flight CLI Utility to Signiant Agents. To learn about the Signiant Flight CLI
utility, read the Signiant Flight CLI Guide.

2. Create the FlightUploadReference and FlightDownloadReference jobs. See Flight Workflow
Configuration.

Distributing the Signiant Flight CLI Utility to
Signiant Agents
Each Signiant agent that is configured to use FlightDownloadReference or FlightUploadReference
workflows must have an associated Signiant Flight Command Line Interface (CLI) utility. To dis-
tribute the Signiant Flight CLI utility, create a standard Signiant Distribute job using the Signiant
Manager. We recommend you read the Signiant Flight CLI Guide before completing the following
procedure.

To create and run a Signiant Distribute job, you must do the following for the FlightDown-
loadReference and the FlightUploadReference workflows:

1. Place the Signiant Flight CLI utility file: sigcli.exe (Windows) or sigcli (Linux) in a location
accessible by a Signiant agent or the Signiant Manager. If you plan on using multiple oper-
ating systems we suggest you create a folder per operating system with the above files spe-
cific to each operating system.

2. In the Signiant Manager, selectMedia Mover > MediaDistributor.
3. To create a new job, click Add. The Add Job dialog is displayed.
4. In Job Name, type a name for the job.
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5. In the Source Agent drop-down list, select the Signiant agent used in step 1.
6. In Source Data, browse to the Signiant agent specified in step 5 and select the Signiant

Flight CLI file. Ensure that you select the appropriate Signiant Flight CLI utility for the target
agent platform.

7. In Target Agents, select the Signiant agents that will run the FlightDownloadReference or
FlightUploadReference workflow.

8. In Target Directory, browse to the location to which you want to copy the files. This location
is the same value as specified in the FlightDownloadReference or FlightUploadReference
workflow for the location of the Signiant Flight CLI component.

9. Click OK to save the job.
10. In the list of jobs, select the new job and click Run.

Once the job has completed, the FlightDownloadReference or FlightUploadReference workflow is
ready to use. To update the Signiant Flight CLI utility, place the new version in the location
described in step 1 above and run the Signiant Distribute job that you created.

For information about the Signiant Flight CLI Utility, see the Signiant Flight CLI Guide.

Flight Workflow Configuration
To use the default Flight workflow, do the following:

1. In the Signiant Manager, select FlightDownloadReference and click Add.
2. In Job Name, type a name for the job.
3. Configure the FlightDownloadReference job, refer to FlightDownloadReference Prompts

for the prompt details.
4. Select FlightUploadReference and click Add.
5. In Job Name, type a name for the job.
6. Configure the FlightUploadReference job, refer to FlightUploadReference Prompts for the

prompt details.

FlightDownloadReference Prompts
The following table describes the prompts for the FlightDownloadReference job.

Prompt Description
Source Prompts

Base Folder The File List is normally one or more absolute paths. This may be
used to specify a base folder, in which case the paths in the File
List is considered relative to this folder. A UNC path is supported
on Windows.

File List List of files and/or folders to be transferred. This is a list of abso-
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Prompt Description
lute paths (or paths relative to the Base Folder) and may be in
SigListXML format or comma-separated. A combination of abso-
lute and relative paths is not supported.

If this list contains a path to a single file, and that path ends with
._manifest_, then it is considered to be a manifest file and is read
by the job to determine the actual list of files/folders to be trans-
ferred. A UNC path to the manifest file is supported on Windows.
The manifest path must be an absolute path.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Target Prompts

Target Agents Agent from which the files/folders are downloaded.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Target Folder Destination folder for the downloaded files/folders.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Transport Prompts

Protocol Specifies either a specific protocol (UDP, TCP, HTTP) for the file
transfer, or All. All means to try UDP first, then TCP, and finally
HTTP. The default value is All.

Transport Log Level Set to Normal or Verbose. Verbose is used on the request of
Signiant technical support for issue investigation. This log is cre-
ated in the standard log folder on the agent and contains specific
Signiant Flight transfer transport details. The path to this log file is
listed in the job log. The default value is Normal.

Transport Log Delete on Suc-
cess

Set to Yes or No. If Yes, the transport log is deleted when the
transfer completes successfully. Otherwise the log remains until it
is removed by the agent's log maintenance (default three day
lifespan). The default value is Yes.

Transport Restart Attempts The number of restarts on a transfer failure before the job exits in
error. If zero, then no restarts are attempted. The workflow does
not retry on invalid storage credentials or other conditions under
which a retry has no chance of succeeding. The default value is
3.

Delivery Log Create Set to Yes to create the delivery log or set to No.

Transport Port Usage Set to Single or Range. By default the transfer uses a single port
(49221) for firewall efficiency. For enhanced throughput, set this
to Range. If outbound firewall rules are set, then a port range of
(49221-49420) must be added to the firewall. The default value is
Single.
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Prompt Description
Relay Agents If the network connection to the Flight Server must be routed via a

Signiant relay agent (typically for DMZ navigation), then select
one or more relay agents through which the network connection
is to be routed. If multiple relay agents are selected, all routes to
the Flight Server are tried, and the first to respond is used.

Relay Agent IPs This is similar to the Relay Agents prompt, except that IP
addresses or ad hoc resolvable hostnames can be used for the
case where the actual relay agent hostnames are not resolvable
by the agent on which this job is being run.

HTTP Proxy If you have an outbound HTTP proxy, specify the proxy server
URL and port. This is required for the job key check. This proxy is
not used for HTTP fallback transfers. The specified value should
be in the format: http://<host>:<port>

Client Application Prompts

Client Install Folder Absolute path to the folder in which the Signiant Flight CLI Utility
is installed. Note: do not include the executable name in the path.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Log Detail Level Log level for the job. The options are: Error,Warn, Info, or
Debug. The default is Info.

Flight Server Prompts

Hostname The domain name of the Signiant Flight hosted server tier. Use
global-am.cloud.signiant.com for transfers to Amazon S3 or
global-az.cloud.signiant.com for transfers to Microsoft Azure.

This is a mandatory prompt.

API Key The Signiant Flight API Key. You must create the Signiant Flight
API Key using the Signiant Console. Use https://-
manage.signiant.com to access the Signiant Console.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Secret Key The Signiant Flight Secret Key associated with the Signiant Flight
API key. This key is optional. Use the Signiant Console to obtain
a Secret Key.

Cloud Storage Prompts

Vendor Name Set to Amazon S3 or Microsoft Azure to define the cloud stor-
age.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Access Key Storage credentials specific to your cloud storage. Set to your
Amazon S3 or Microsoft Azure Access Key.
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Prompt Description
This is a mandatory prompt.

Secret Key or Account Name Storage credentials specific to your cloud storage. Set to the
Amazon S3 Secret Key or Microsoft Azure Account Name.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Flight Storage Config ID The Signiant Flight Storage Config ID can be used in place of the
Access Key and Secret Key.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Bucket or Container Set to the Amazon S3 Bucket or Microsoft Azure Container into
which the files are placed. This location must exist; it is not cre-
ated automatically.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Subfolder The subfolder within the Amazon S3 Bucket or Microsoft Azure
Container from which the files are retrieved.
This is a mandatory prompt.

Schedule Prompts

Frequency Specifies how often the job runs. Note that editing the frequency
of a job that is currently in a queued state within a queued job
group has no effect on the job until the next time the job is run.

The options are:

None: use for jobs that run only at irregular, user defined times.

Hourly, Daily,Weekly,Monthly, Yearly: run the job once every
selected interval.

Monthend: run the job once every last day of the month.

Once: run the job only once, when first created.

Start Date/Time The date and time at which you want the job to run. Note that edit-
ing the start date/time of a job that is currently in a queued state
within a queued job group has no effect on the job until the next
time the job is run.

Time Zone Specifies the time zone in which the displayed times are set. For
example, if an Eastern Time Zone specifies a 9:00 a.m start time
and a time zone of Pacific Standard Time, the job runs at 9:00
a.m Pacific Standard Time.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Interrupt on Failure When a job in the workflow fails, the workflow stops and waits for
administrator intervention. If the workflow is interrupted and an
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Prompt Description
alarm condition of any kind is defined that applies to that par-
ticular job, an alarm is displayed on the Alarms page indicating
that the workflow is in an interrupted state.

Priority Specifies the priority of the job. When used in conjunction with a
Resource Control, the priority determines the placement of the
job within the resource queue. A job with a higher priority is
placed before a job with a lower priority. The options are: 1 (low),
2 (medium), 3 (high), 4 (urgent), or 5 (immediate). The default
value is 2. (For information about resource controls, see Under-
standing Resource Controls in the Manager User's Guide.)

This is a mandatory prompt.

Finish Before The date and time at which you want the job to be completed.
When used in conjunction with a Resource Control, this attribute
determines the placement of the job within the resource queue. A
job with an earlier Finish Before time is placed before a job with a
later Finish Before time. (For information about resource controls,
see Understanding Resource Controls in the Manager User's
Guide.)

FlightUploadReference Prompts
The following table describes the prompts for the FlightUploadReference job.

Prompt Description
Source Prompts

Source Agent The agent where the files are uploaded/downloaded from. This is
a mandatory prompt.

Base Folder The File List is normally one or more absolute paths. This can be
used to specify a base folder, in which case the paths in the File
List are considered relative to this folder. A UNC path is sup-
ported on Windows. This is a mandatory prompt.

Source Data List of files/folders to be transferred. This is a list of absolute paths
(or paths relative to the Base Folder) and may be in SigListXML
format or comma-separated. If this list contains a path to a single
file, and that path ends with ._manifest_, then it is considered a
manifest file and is read by the job to determine the actual list of
files/folders to be transferred. UNC paths are supported. If the
Base Folder is specified, then these paths are considered relative
to the Base Folder. A combination of absolute and relative paths
is not supported. UNC paths are supported on Windows.
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Prompt Description
This is a mandatory prompt.

Keep Folder Structure Keep the folder structure of the Source Data, when moving con-
tent.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Include File Patterns Allows users to specify which files are transferred by filtering on
the names to include. Use a comma to separate multiple filters.
By default, an asterisk appears in the prompt, to include all file
names and types. For example, if you type *.doc, *.ppt, in the
prompt, the transfer includes files with these extensions.

Exclude File Patterns Allows users to specify which files are excluded from the transfer.
Use a comma to separate multiple filters. If the source directory
for this job is also being used as the target directory for another
job, you should add #work_file#* and #chkpt_file#*.

Exclude Subdirectories Allows you to control how subfolders are excluded.

None: all subfolders will be transferred

All: no subfolders will be transferred

Specified (a list of subfolders to exclude - type the subfolder
names in the Subdirectories to Exclude prompt)

Subdirectories to Exclude Subfolders can be excluded by specifying them in this prompt.
Multiple entries must be separated with a comma. When the job
runs, all folders that match those specified in the Subdirectories
to Exclude prompt are excluded. Typical behavior is to exclude
subfolders that match this prompt regardless of where they
appear in the folder path. When you use the anchoring expres-
sion (@) the behavior is now to anchor the exclude folder path.

For example, if you specify a source folder of C:\data\docs, and
an exclude folder of temp, any subfolders called temp are
excluded, including those nested within another subfolder. (For
example the subfolder C:\data\docs\publish\release\temp is
excluded as well.)

If you who want to exclude a folder only at a certain level, use the
@ symbol to anchor the exclude folder path at the starting source
folder level. For example, specifying @temp in the above
example means that the C:\data\docs\temp folder is excluded, but
the C:\data\docs\publish\release\temp folder is included.

To exclude C:\data\docs\publish\release\ but have a source
folder path of C:\data\docs, the user needs to type C:\data\docs in
the Base Folder prompt and @publish\release\temp in the Sub-
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Prompt Description
directories to Exclude prompt. Special characters allow you to
make use of pattern matching on the folder path. To match spe-
cial characters literally, you must escape special characters. Char-
acters include the following:

* (matches zero or more characters)

? (matches any single character)

[...] (matches any one of the enclosed characters - for example,
[ch] would match the characters "c" or "h")

A pair of digit, lowercase or uppercase characters separated by a
hyphen '-' denotes a range set and matches any character sorted
in the range. If the first character following the '[' is '^' or '!', then
any character not enclosed is matched. Use commas to specify
multiple distinct patterns.

File Date Used to filter files based on date.

File Readiness Check Type Specify the check type used by an agent to determine if a file is
ready to be transferred. Depending on your configuration, you
may or may not want to enable the file readiness check option.

For Windows agents and local Windows file systems, there is no
need to use the file readiness check, because the core file in use
is sufficient.

For Windows agent and NAS Windows file system, as long as the
NAS file system properly supports file locking for in-use files, the
readiness check is unnecessary. However, it is still available in
the event the NAS file system does not properly support file lock-
ing.

For non-Windows agents of any kind (Linux, UNIX, MacOS), if the
local or network file system supports file locking, the readiness
check is not required. Determine this on a case-by-case basis.

Readiness Check Delay The amount of time (in seconds) to pause between the two
phases of the specified file readiness check type (MD5 Hash,
Consecutive Seek, or Date/Time & Size) for an open file. The file
is transferred only if the results of the two checks are identical. If a
large number of files are being checked, a value of 0 seconds
may be sufficient, since there will likely be sufficient time between
the first and second checks of a given file to determine if its con-
tent has changed without inserting an additional delay. The
default value is 10 seconds.

Source Deletions After Suc- Specifies removal of files or folders from the source after a suc-
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Prompt Description
cessful Transfer cessful transfer.

Flight Upload Transport Prompts

Protocol Specifies either a specific protocol (UDP, TCP, HTTP) for the file
transfer, or All. All means to try UDP first, then TCP, and finally
HTTP. The default value is All.

Bandwidth Throttle Allows you to specify the amount of bandwidth the job uses. Note
that bandwidth throttles may also be employed by other network
devices and policies (e.g., QoS), therefore, a bandwidth throttle
(or target maximum) defined here may not be achievable. If you
are having difficulty achieving a particular bandwidth target
ensure that other policies are not impacting your ability to reach
the desired throughput.

Transport Log Level Set to Normal or Verbose. Verbose is used on the request of
Signiant technical support for issue investigation. This log is cre-
ated in the standard log folder on the agent and contains Signiant
Flight transfer specific transport details. The path to this log file is
listed in the job log. The default value is Normal.

Transport Log Delete on Suc-
cess

Set to Yes or No. If Yes, the transport log is deleted when the
transfer completes successfully. Otherwise the log will remain
until removed by agent log maintenance (default three day
lifespan). The default value is Yes.

Transport Restart Attempts The number of restarts on a transfer failure before the job exits in
error. If zero, then no restarts are attempted. The job will not retry
on invalid storage credentials or other conditions under which a
retry has no chance of succeeding. The default value is 3.

Delivery Log Create Set to Yes to create the delivery log or No.

Transport Port Usage Set to Single or Range. By default the transfer uses a single port
(49221) for firewall efficiency. For enhanced throughput, set to
Range. If outbound firewall rules are set, then a port range of
(49221-49420) must be added to the firewall. The default value is
Single.

Relay Agents If the network connection to the Flight Server must be routed via a
Signiant relay agent (typically for DMZ navigation), then select
one or more relay agents through which the network connection
is routed. If multiple relay agents are selected, all routes to the
Flight Server are tried, and the quickest to respond is used.

Relay Agent IPs This prompt is similar to Relay Agents, except that IP addresses
or ad hoc resolvable hostnames may be used for the case where
the actual relay agent hostnames are not resolvable by the agent
on which this job is being run.
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Prompt Description
HTTP Proxy If you have an outbound HTTP proxy, specify the proxy server

URL and port. This is required for the job key check. This proxy is
not used for HTTP fallback transfers. The specified value should
be in the format: http://<host>:<port>

Client Application Prompts

Client Install Folder Absolute path to the folder in which the Signiant Flight CLI Utility
is installed. Note: do not include the executable name in the path.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Log Detail Level Log level for the job. The options are: Error, Warn, Info, or Debug.
The default is Info.

Flight Server Prompts

Hostname The domain name of the Signiant Flight hosted server tier. Use
global-am.cloud.signiant.com for transfers to Amazon S3 or
global-az.cloud.signiant.com for transfers to Microsoft Azure.

This is a mandatory prompt.

API Key The Signiant Flight API Key. You must create the Signiant Flight
API Key using the Signiant Console. Use https://-
manage.signiant.com to access the Signiant Console.

Secret Key The Signiant Flight Secret Key associated with the Signiant Flight
API key. This key is optional. Use the Signiant Console to obtain
a Secret Key.

Cloud Storage Prompts

Vendor Name Set to Amazon S3 or Microsoft Azure to define the cloud storage
you're using.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Access Key Storage credentials specific to your cloud storage. Set to your
Amazon S3 or Microsoft Azure Access Key.
This is a mandatory prompt.

Secret Key or Account Name Storage credentials specific to your cloud storage. Set to the
Amazon S3 Secret Key or Microsoft Azure Account Name.
This is a mandatory prompt.

Flight Storage Config ID The Signiant Flight Storage Config ID can be used in place of the
Access Key and Secret Key.
This is a mandatory prompt.

Bucket or Container Set to the Amazon S3 Bucket or Microsoft Azure Container into
which the files are placed. This location must exist; it is not cre-
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Prompt Description
ated automatically.
This is a mandatory prompt.

Subfolder The subfolder within the Amazon S3 Bucket or Microsoft Azure
Container from which the files are retrieved.
This is a mandatory prompt.

Schedule Prompts

Frequency Specifies how often the job runs. Note that editing the frequency
of a job that is currently in a queued state within a queued job
group has no effect on the job until the next time the job is run.

The options are:

None: use for jobs that run only at irregular, user defined times.

Hourly, Daily,Weekly,Monthly, Yearly: run the job once every
selected interval.

Monthend: run the job once every last day of the month.

Once: run the job only once, when first created.

Start Date/Time The date and time at which you want the job to run. Note that edit-
ing the start date/time of a job that is currently in a queued state
within a queued job group has no effect on the job until the next
time the job is run.

Time Zone Specifies the time zone in which the displayed times are set. For
example, if an Eastern Time Zone specifies a 9:00 a.m start time
and a time zone of Pacific Standard Time, the job runs at 9:00
a.m Pacific Standard Time.

This is a mandatory prompt.

Interrupt on Failure When a job in the workflow fails, the workflow stops and waits for
administrator intervention. If the workflow is interrupted and an
alarm condition of any kind is defined that applies to that par-
ticular job, an alarm is displayed on the Alarms page indicating
that the workflow is in an interrupted state.

Priority Specifies the priority of the job. When used in conjunction with a
Resource Control, the priority determines the placement of the
job within the resource queue. A job with a higher priority is
placed before a job with a lower priority. The options are: 1 (low),
2 (medium), 3 (high), 4 (urgent), or 5 (immediate). The default
value is 2. (For information about resource controls, see Under-
standing Resource Controls in the Manager User's Guide.)

This is a mandatory prompt.
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CHAPTER3 Managing Flight

This chapter discusses the following:

Restrictions and Limitations 17
Error Handling 17

Restrictions and Limitations

The following restrictions and limitations apply to the FlightDownloadReference workflow:

l Standard file transfer statistics are not available in the Signiant Manager Job Details screen
or the Job Report component.

l When a file specified to be transferred does not exist, the job logs the missing file as an
error and continues to transfer the remaining files. The job exits with a success.

l Any metadata associated with the files in cloud object storage is not retrieved.
l Folder structures are only downloaded if they were previously uploaded with Signiant Flight.

Other applications do not create the necessary metadata which allows Signiant Flight to nav-
igate the folder structure.

The following restrictions and limitations apply to the FlightUploadReference workflow:

l Standard file transfer statistics are not available in the Signiant Manager Job Details screen
or the Job Report component.

l When a file specified to be transferred does not exist, the job logs the missing file as an
error and continues to transfer remaining files. The job exits with a success.

Error Handling
When an error is encountered during a file transfer that prevents the transfer or if there is a con-
figuration error, Flight exits in error. In all other error conditions, Flight retries all transfers until the
retry limit is met.

All errors occurring during a file transfer are written to the job log. Additionally, the last portion of the
Signiant Flight transport log is also written to the job log.

When the job log level is set to debug and to aid in troubleshooting, the manifest file and the Signi-
ant Flight client configuration file cannot be deleted.
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